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Master’s Degrees at THI
Dear prospective student,

thank you for your interest in the master’s courses at THI. In the following you will find the most important information about the master’s courses, the application, the qualification requirements and much more in a nutshell.

Students enjoying an extensive campus on the edge of the old town surrounded by greenery.
Course of studies

On the respective course pages you will find all essential information in short form (language, internationality, NC, degree, start of studies, etc.). You will also find there:

- Graphic course plan: Briefly gives an example of the structure of the course.
- Study and Examination Regulations (SPO): Regulates the framework conditions for your studies. The paragraph on qualification requirements (and on the aptitude assessment procedure or aptitude procedure) as well as the annex to the SPO, from which the module overview emerges, are certainly interesting for you.
- Module handbook: Here you will find an overview of the modules of the course that you have to take, as well as their content description. It contains all the important explanations regarding the requirements and the types of module examinations and can be regarded as a kind of study guide that serves as orientation and support for the choice of study.
- Dual Master's degree: You can also study the degree course dual

Content-related questions about the course: You can find the contact to the academic advisor or alternatively to the program director on the course page.

Semester dates (Example academic semester)

A tabular overview of all important dates in the semester can be found here: www.thi.de/go/semestertermine

Small groups and individual work on project make studying at THI special.
Master application & admission requirements

In a nutshell
Within the respective application periods, you can apply online for several master's programs at THI. Most master's programs start every semester (summer and winter semester). You can always check this information on the course page.

- Here you will find the link to the overview of all master's courses
- Here you will find all information about the master's application
- Here you will find all information about the master's application from abroad

You are also welcome to browse through
- the general FAQs
- the FAQs for the master application
- the FAQs for the master application from abroad

All questions regarding the admission requirements for the relevant master's degree, as well as questions on topics such as compensation for the missing 30 ECTS (if you only have 180 ECTS in the Bachelor’s degree), aptitude assessment procedures as well as German and English language certificates and the relevant application documents are answered here.

NC
The NC is not determined by the THI. It is determined after each application process. An NC is always created when there are more applications than available places for a course with restricted admission. The NC can therefore vary from semester to semester depending on the number of applicants and their average grades, which is why the limit values of the past semester can only serve as a rough guide.

- To the NCs of the past semester

Questions about the current master application, admission and enrollment
All master applications are processed exclusively in the Service Center Study Affairs (SCS) and not in the Student Counseling.

- Contact to the Service Center Study Affairs
- To the admission and enrollment dates

Study and living expenses
There are no tuition fees at THI. You only have to pay the student union fee of 52 euro per semester.

- To the FAQs on financial matters
Here, among other things, questions on topics such as study and living expenses, grants and working in Germany are answered.

Scholarships & Funding Opportunities
Scholarships are part of the promotion of gifted people and are therefore often awarded on the basis of very good to good performance and social commitment. The THI offers its students advice and support with their applications for both internal and external programmes.

- Further information on scholarships & funding opportunities
Student life & accomodation

The THI is centrally located in the middle of Bavaria and can be reached quickly by train, car or bus. The city has short distances and offers small pubs as well as discos, festivals and other events. The leisure opportunities in and around Ingolstadt are impressive. Despite the large industry, there are still a lot of green spaces. In addition, the student associations offer many options to ensure that your studies fit well with your life.

→ Find out more about student life and accommodation
→ To the accommodation FAQs
→ To the FAQs free time

Master orientation offers

Following events provide more insights into studying at THI:

Events for prospective students
Student Counselling at Technische Hochschule Ingolstadt organizes a number of events for our prospective students and participants in our degree courses.
→ www.thi.de/go/events-studienorientierung

Hochschulinformationstag (HIT)
THE big event in spring! The university and all degree programs introduce themselves on a Saturday in a few hours. Perfect to get a quick overview and impression.
→ www.thi.de/go/hit

Do you need more information about the master’s degree at THI?
Then this page is recommended → Information for prospective master students

Do you still have specific questions or do you need even more support for your master orientation? Then you can ask your specific question here